The specifications in this brochure were believed to be true at the time of printing. However, specifications, standard equipment and options are subject to change without notice.
WE START WITH A SINGULAR FOCUS...

TO CREATE THE PERFECT ENVIRONMENT FOR WATER

fortwaynepools.com
In short, a good dealer is a resource to whom you will return again and again.

When choosing a dealer, make sure it’s a Fort Wayne Pools® Strong Support Dealer; they will ensure that all components of your pool are 100% Fort Wayne Pools products. That way, you can be sure that every piece of your pool will fit together perfectly and your warranties will be the best in the industry.
More Fun
Less Hassle
Building a pool has never been easier!

Your dealer can help you make the right decisions about your pool. He can offer advice on everything from custom designs to heaters, cleaners and cosmetic enhancements.

Building a pool is a big decision and investment. A Fort Wayne Pools Strong Support Dealer will guide you through your options from pool shape to decking.

You will come to depend on your dealer’s knowledge and will rely on them for as long as you own your pool.

A Fort Wayne Pools Strong Support Dealer is not only a reputable dealer, but there are other benefits also associated with the Strong Support Program, including:

• availability of exclusive products
• exclusive opportunity for extended warranties

• direct access to Fort Wayne Pools product experts
• dealer training / educational programs

You also have the reassurance that your Strong Support Dealer will have the support of a company that has been manufacturing inground swimming pool components for over 50 years.
FUN AND RELAXATION

You’re excited about the opportunity to improve your quality of life and inject some FUN and RELAXATION with a new pool. There are more benefits than you probably realize to having a pool; for you, for your family and for your friends. With any large investment, find out why your Fort Wayne Pool is the brand that is trusted and built on a foundation of quality - your pool is the last thing you should worry about once the fun begins.

LET US HELP YOU CREATE YOUR DREAM POOL
THINGS TO CONSIDER WHEN PLANNING YOUR POOL

THINK ABOUT HOW YOU WILL USE THE POOL
Will it be for recreation, exercise, entertaining or some combination of all these? If you have a general idea of your intended use of the pool, it can help you work through the design process.

KEEP MAINTENANCE IN MIND
Different types of pools require different levels of maintenance. Some, like vinyl liner pools, are relatively simple to maintain. It can take just a few minutes a week to check water and chemical levels.

KNOW YOUR BACKYARD
If you live on the side of a cliff with a steep grade and little or no access for construction vehicles, then you may run into some problems! If you have a tiny backyard but want an Olympic-sized pool, it may not be possible. But for the most part, pool builders are very talented and creative when it comes to designing pools to fit in tight or awkward spaces.

DISCUSS DOLLARS AND SENSE
Swimming pools can be expensive upfront, but the investment is worth it in the end and the enhanced backyard environment can add to the value of your home. Remember that you can often obtain financing and stretch your payments out over a longer term – often a monthly pool payment can be lower than a monthly car payment! Talk with your builder about what financing options are available. Also, maybe you don’t have the funds to do a huge water feature or lighting system right now. But if you think you might want it in the future, tell your builder. It’s much easier to plan for future plumbing and electrical needs upfront and work them into the design than to try and go backwards later on.
MORE CREATIVE. LESS COOKIE-CUTTER.

Think about how your pool will be used. If you’re looking for fitness and exercise and have limited space, maybe a Lap Pool is just the ticket, or a 48” deep sport pool.

If you want to use your pool as an entertainment centerpiece, maybe a larger Rectangle or True-L shape will work best. Want to invoke a more natural scene in your yard? Go for a Lagoon, Mountain Lake, Riviera or San Luis Rey design.

Take a look at the variety of standard shapes available from Fort Wayne Pools, or DREAM UP YOUR OWN, then visit your local Strong Support dealer to turn your ideas into reality.
All pool shapes are for illustration purposes only. Pool shape selection options may change without prior notice.
BREAK GROUND ON BIG FUN

COMPRISED OF FOUR SEPARATE SYSTEMS – the wall panels and braces, steps, liner and the cover – the Sterling Pool System delivers maximum strength and durability for years of maintenance-free enjoyment.

THE STERLING STEEL WALL PANEL AND BRACES combine the strength of the materials we use with the strength offered by the overall design. Your Fort Wayne Pools meets or exceeds The Association of Pool & Spa Professionals standards.

BEAUTIFUL STEP OPTIONS include molded thermoplastic or fiberglass in-wall steps or our vinyl over steel steps.

THE FORT WAYNE POOLS VINYL LINER provides a soft, smooth surface – the healthiest pool surface in the industry – it is both beautiful and easy to maintain.

COVERSTAR® automatic, mesh and solid covers are custom-built to fit your pool perfectly and manufactured from best-in-the-class materials. Our covers offer the best protection available for your family and your pool investment!
WE’RE BEHIND YOU ALL THE WAY

Because we’re so confident in the quality of Latham products, we’re able to offer a top-notch warranty program that offers our pool owners real peace of mind.

STERLING WALL STRUCTURES AND THERMOPLASTIC STEPS
The Latham Sterling Pool wall panels, braces, and thermoplastic steps have a lifetime transferable limited warranty. So if you ever sell your home, this can be an attractive feature to prospective buyers.

FIBERGLASS STEPS
Our fiberglass steps carry a 25-year transferable limited warranty.

THERMOPLASTIC STEPS
Our Thermoplastic Steps™ with the patented TES (Total Encapsulated Support) System is the only thermoplastic pool step designed with a bleachered bracing system for unmatched tread support and strength. This step comes with a lifetime limited transferable warranty.

VINYL LINERS
Fort Wayne Pools vinyl liners come with a 20-year transferable warranty — 5-year full replacement and 15-year prorated against manufacturer defects.

SAFETY COVERS
Our safety covers are the strongest in the industry and so we can offer the best warranty in the industry — a 20-year transferable warranty for our Premium 98 Mesh, Standard 95 Mesh, and Heavy-Duty Solid covers, and a 12-year transferable warranty for our Lite Solid safety cover.

Do you already own a Fort Wayne Pool or vinyl liner? Make sure you register your warranty. Go to yourpoolwarranty.com and follow the link for the product you would like to register.

GETTING BUILDING PERMITS IS EASIER WITH FORT WAYNE POOLS

We are the only packaged pool manufacturer to receive ICC-ES Certification of its products. What is ICC-ES? International Code Council Evaluation Service (ICC-ES) ensures that building products meet code requirements.

Building inspectors and engineers look to the ICC-ES evaluation reports for evidence that the products and systems are code-compliant — and can receive a standardized branded pool blueprint coded with ICC-ES report number, stamped and signed by a licensed engineer. Inspectors’ #1 choice for approving building codes are ICC-ES certified products*.

*Final permit approval is up to the discretion of each individual municipality’s code official.
Factory engineered, the steel wall pool panel is made of corrosion-resistant steel and its strength is unparalleled. Add a five inch flange top and bottom and our “Z” support ribs and you won’t find a stronger steel panel. In fact, we’re so confident of that strength, we offer a one-time transferable, lifetime limited warranty on the pool wall structure.
A WALL OF STRENGTH

The wall panels and braces make up the primary components of the sterling pool wall system. The design of the wall panels, in addition to the steel material itself, contributes to that durability. Our pool system is engineered so that all the components fit together perfectly.

BRACES FOR SUPPORT

Supporting the panels and your decking are the braces. Steel braces are attached directly to the wall panels for maximum support. These braces ensure that your pool retains its shape and optional deck supports prevent your deck from settling.

MORE OPTIONS FOR MORE FUN

If you’d like a deeper shallow end in your pool, ask your Strong Support builder about our Fort Wayne Pools 48” steel wall panels. They’re the perfect solution for more water depth in the shallow end and are great for sport or recreation pools.
Fort Wayne Pools offers a large assortment of steps designed to create your perfect poolscape. A wide selection of steps, lounges, benches, and specialty steps are available in white, blue granite, and grey granite. Create a unified backyard retreat by color coordinating your entryway with your liner. Even the poolside spa is available to match.

COORDINATED COLORS!
ALL STEPS AND SPAS ARE AVAILABLE IN:

- WHITE
- BLUE GRANITE
- GREY GRANITE

GREY GRANITE SCALLOP SPA
BLUE GRANITE
CURVED ROMAN
BLUE GRANITE SPILL-OVER SPA
COURTSTONE BLUE | NATURAL BLUE
NATURAL BLUE FLOOR LINER
COURTSTONE BLUE | NATURAL GREY
NATURAL GREY FLOOR LINER
THERMOPLASTIC 2’ IN-WALL LADDER
GREY GRANITE FRENCH CURVED STEP
Available for 42” and 48” pool walls
Our Acrylic/Fiberglass steps are rigid and strong, vacuum-formed from a single piece of acrylic and then backed with multiple layers of fiberglass for outstanding structural support.

WE WERE THE FIRST TO MAKE POOL STAIRS
That was more than 35 years ago. Today we’ve enhanced and perfected our step design to give you a variety of options for a durable, stylish entry into your pool.
Our Thermoplastic steps are flexible and durable. Thermoplastic steps are 100% non-corrosive and will withstand all the elements. Steps styles available in standard or cantilever. To view all of your entry options, ask your Fort Wayne Pools dealer for a our latest step brochure.
VINYL OVER AND VINYL OVER OPEN TOP STEPS CREATE A BEAUTIFUL POOL ENTRY

To fully integrate your steps with the look of your liner, the vinyl over and vinyl over open steel steps are the right choice, and great steps for pools with autocovers. The vinyl liner covered steps are a perfect entrance for your pool – fully customized and easily installed.

Ask your dealer for a full list of step shapes and types available, or design your own.

Art is subjective. That’s why we offer a variety of liner patterns designed to create the perfect poolscape for you.

A masterpiece is created!

Fort Wayne Pools liners are designed and manufactured using the most advanced technology in the industry. First our professional designers create a precision drawing of the liner, then our trained machine operators produce a precision-crafted liner that must meet our stringent quality standards. The result is virtually a masterpiece worthy of display in any pool.

A quality, perfect fitting liner backed by one of the best warranties in the industry. Like famous artists sign their work, each liner is worthy of the Fort Wayne Pools signature.

Fort Wayne Pools is the leading inground vinyl liner manufacturer in North America and we offer:

- Prime Selection of Designer Patterns
- Exclusive Designs
- Superior Quality Vinyl Materials
- Computer Driven State-of-the-Art Technology
- Over 50 Years of Experience
- An Excellent Choice for Replacement Liners
- One of the Best Liner Warranties in the Industry
- Ultra-Seam standard on every liner.

Visit fortwaynepools.com to view our extensive pattern tile selection.
Here’s what your neighbors are saying about their new Ultra-Seam® liner.

“Perfect fit, amazing pattern – even the pool water is the beautiful blue color we wanted. Plus no more seam lines! We couldn’t be happier about our UltraSeam liner!”

Gretchen and Todd, Pool Owners

“…we had heard about the new ultra-seam liner and decided it was time to replace our old liner. Our dealer suggested upgrading with a wedding cake step. Wow, what a difference, suddenly we have a beautiful pool that is seam free with a custom built-in step.”

Cindy and Dennis, Pool Owners
Think about your garage door.
You press a button; it opens.
You press the button again; it closes.
What if covering and uncovering your pool was that simple?

AUTOMATIC SAFETY COVERS

It can be, with a Coverstar® Automatic Pool Cover. A backyard swimming pool is the ultimate source of family fun! But when it comes to children and pets, it is also the source of safety concerns. No parent can be watching over the pool every minute. No fence or alarm can prevent a child from getting access to an unsupervised pool. A Coverstar automatic safety pool cover can!

STRONG PROTECTION – AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON!

Simply flip a switch, and your Coverstar automatic safety cover will create a barrier over your pool that no child or pet can penetrate. Custom-built to fit your pool perfectly and manufactured from best-in-class materials, Coverstar is the best protection available for your family and your pool investment!

Talk to your Strong Support dealer about how Fort Wayne Pools has got you covered…automatically.
Coverstar offers an Automatic Cover System to fit almost any pool shape. The fabric used for the cover is a specially formulated heavy-duty vinyl fabric with a polyester weave and an extruded coating process to give you superior performance.

Your automatic pool cover mechanisms are made of anodized marine grade aluminum, stainless steel, and all stainless steel hardware. These industry-leading components have been chosen for their superb quality and reliability, and because these metals are impervious to the harsh environment of a pool.

Reliability and quality is built into your automatic pool cover by Coverstar.
LATHAM SAFETY COVERS

Latham’s mesh or solid safety covers are the strongest way to prevent children and pets from getting into your pool when you can’t be there. Custom-built to fit your pool perfectly and manufactured from best-in-class materials, the Latham cover is the best protection available for your family and your pool investment!

WE MAKE IT STRONG…TO KEEP YOUR FAMILY SAFE!

The stronger the cover, the safer the cover. We apply exclusive, patented design and manufacturing innovations to give our mesh and solid safety covers unmatched strength and durability. And because we build them better, we back them better, with our exclusive 20-year transferable warranty on our Premium 98 Mesh, Standard 95 Mesh, and our Heavy-Duty Solid Safety Cover. We also offer a 12-year transferable warranty for our Lite Solid safety covers.

WE MAKE IT EASY…TO INSTALL AND MAINTAIN.

Unique features such as our exclusive center web and extra-long installation tool make it fast and easy to install and remove your cover. A Latham cover will keep debris out of your pool, and block virtually all sunlight – so you save on chemicals and enjoy cleaner water at opening time.
THE RIGHT COVER TO FIT YOUR NEEDS...
AND YOUR POOL!

We offer mesh covers for maximum drainage and solid covers that block 100% of sunlight – in a variety of material weights and colors. All can be custom designed to fit any size or shape pool precisely, including any special features such as raised walls, diving boards, steps, and rails.

Ask your dealer for more information about Latham safety covers.

MORE PROTECTION. LESS CONCERN.
Latham Pool Products has been behind every pool since 1956. The company was founded as Pacific Pools and has since become the largest manufacturer of inground residential swimming pools and components in North America with facilities throughout the U.S. and Canada.

Latham Pool Products offers the highest quality products backed by the best warranties in the industry. We continually bring new techniques and innovations to the manufacturing process.

Latham is 100% committed to your pool experience… Past, Present, and Future.

Here is a timeline of key events in our history:
BE SMART, PLAY IT SAFE

SAFETY INFORMATION

IMPORTANT: A number of very important items that are essential for the safe use of your pool may not be visible in many of the photographs, either because of perspective or camera angle, or because they were removed for photographic purposes. These items include; but are not limited to:
1. Safety ropes, which should remain in place at all times;
2. “No Diving” signs, which are provided and should be installed in accordance with instructions included on the coping or liner, where they are clearly visible;
3. An area sign is provided and must be permanently and conspicuously affixed in the pool area where all users can see it;
4. Necessary means of exit and entry into the pool;
5. Fencing with a self-latching gate, and other barriers that can assist in preventing unsupervised access to the pool by children;
6. Approved drain covers and other devices to protect against suction entrapment;
7. Minimum required inlets and returns to ensure proper water circulation;
8. Appropriate inpool lighting if the pool will be used after dark.

All of these devices should be installed in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions, ANSI/NSPI or ANSI/ APSP or ANSI/APSP/ICC standards, as well as state and local statutes and codes.

Diving boards and slides require minimum depths and distances and must only be installed and used in strict compliance with the equipment manufacturer’s specifications and ANSI/NSPI or ANSI/APSP or ANSI/ APSP/ICC standards. If the pool is labeled by us as NON-DIVING, then diving equipment may not be installed and any such equipment must be removed before the pool is used.

Smart pool owners always think safety first. They take specific steps to ensure that their family, friends and guests are knowledgeable about the safe and sensible use of their pool. They also:
• ensure that their pool is never used unless there is adequate supervision;
• ensure that their pool is kept in good repair and is not used when there is a missing or broken drain cover or other component;
• ensure that ALL CHILDREN using their pool are supervised constantly;
• that anyone under the influence of alcohol, drugs or stimulants that would impair their abilities or judgement does not use the pool;
• ensure that their pool is protected by appropriate barriers to unsupervised entry including fencing with self latching gates, covers, alarms, etc.

To assist you, a number of very important items of safety literature are included with each pool liner and also available upon request. We must insist that you read each item carefully and follow its instructions. These are:
• Pool Owners Safety Handbook
• APSP “Sensible Way” Book
• Vinyl Swimming Pool Liner–Warranty
• “Children Aren’t Waterproof” Book
• “No Diving” Label
• Area Sign

Make sure your builder supplies you with all of the safety information that accompanies your pool and installs the enclosed warning stickers and area sign where they can be clearly visible to all who use the pool.

NOTICE: The manufacturer stands behind every product they produced pursuant to those representations which are stated in the written warranties. Your dealer/builder/contractor is an independent business person and not an agent or employee of the manufacturer. The manufacturer cannot and does not accept any responsibility for any representations, statements or contracts made by any dealer/builder/contractor.

Fort Wayne Pools is a trademark of Latham Pool Products, Inc.

©Latham Pool Products, Inc 2015. All rights reserved.

Fort Wayne Steel Pools and Vinyl Liners are manufactured under the coveted ISO 9001:2008 Quality Certification.

The specifications in this brochure were believed to be true at the time of printing. However, specifications, standard equipment, and options are subject to change without notice.

fortwaynepools.com